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In accordance With a request from a portable telephone 60, 
(76) Inventors: Shunsuke Nakamura, ShiZuOka_ken a sound data delivering server 20 delivers a trial-listening 

(JP); Yutaka Hasegawa, shizuoka_ken music data to the portable telephone Without charging a fee 
(JP); Takashi Kunii, ShiZuOka_ken (JP); to a user of the portable telephone, or delivers a regular 
Kosei Terada, shizuoka_ken (JP) music data to the portable telephone upon charging a fee to 

the user. The delivered trial-listening music data is actually 
Correspondence Address; reproduced by the portable telephone; hoWever, the number 
David L_ Fehrman of reproduction times is limited, and the trial-listening music 
Morrison & Foerster LLP data is erased from a memory (RAM 63) of the portable 
35th Floor telephone after the trial-listening music data is reproduced 
555 W_ 5th Floor for the predetermined number of reproduction times. Thus, 
L05 Angeles, CA 900134024 (Us) a system is provided in Which the user of the portable 

telephone can obtain the trial-listening music data of an 
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can actually reproduce the trial-listening music data With the 
(22) Filed: Jun. 5, 2001 use of the user s portable telephone. 
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SOUND DATA DELIVERING SYSTEM, SOUND 
DATA DELIVERY METHOD, DELIVERING 
SERVER UTILIZED IN THE SOUND DATA 

DELIVERING SYSTEM, CLIENT-SIDE TERMINAL 
UTILIZED IN THE SOUND DATA DELIVERING 

SYSTEM, AND COMPUTER-READABLE 
RECORDING MEDIUM CONTAINING A 
PROGRAM APPLIED TO A COMPUTER 

UTILIZED IN THE SOUND DATA DELIVERING 
SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates to a system having a 
client-side terminal (for example, a portable telephone) and 
a sound data delivering server that are communicable With 
each other for delivering a sound data (for example, a 
melody for announcing an incoming call (hereinafter called 
“an incoming call melody”), Which is reproduced by the 
client-side terminal at a predetermined timing (for example, 
When the portable telephone receives a call), from the sound 
data delivering server to the client-side terminal. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Background Art In accor 
dance With the development of communication technique in 
recent years, portable telephones, mobile computers, and 
others utiliZing the Wireless technique are becoming Wide 
spread as one of the communicable client-side terminals. On 
the other hand, as a service that these client-side terminals 
can receive, a sound data delivering service (referred to as 
incoming call melody requesting service in the case of 
portable telephones) is also spreading Widely. 

[0004] Generally, in these services, a user of the client 
side terminal can select a desired sound data from numerous 
sound data prepared in a sound data delivering server. 
Further, the sound data delivering server is con?gured to 
deliver a selected sound data to the client-side terminal and 
to charge a fee to the user of the client-side terminal. 

[0005] HoWever, in the above-mentioned service, When 
the sound data is delivered to the client-side terminal, the 
delivered sound data is registered in a non-volatile memory 
of the client-side terminal, Whereby one of the sound data 
registered in the client-side terminal is automatically erased. 
For this reason, the above-mentioned service is not fully 
satisfactory to the user if the user of the client-side terminal 
eventually feels that the music reproduced on the basis of the 
neWly delivered sound data is not preferable or if the user 
feels that the music reproduced on the basis of the erased 
sound data is more preferable. 

[0006] Therefore, the apparatus disclosed in Japanese 
Patent Laid-open Publication No. 11-127262/1999, for 
example, is constructed in such a manner that the delivered 
sound data is not immediately registered in the non-volatile 
memory but, instead of this, the delivered sound data is 
stored in a volatile memory to be capable of being subjected 
to trial listening (reproducible) and, When a predetermined 
key operation is carried out in accordance With the result of 
trial-listening, the sound data is registered in the nonvolatile 
memory. 

[0007] HoWever, in the above-mentioned prior-art tech 
nique, the sound data for trial-listening (trial-listening sound 
data) and the sound data for registration (regular sound data) 
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are not differentiated, so that even if the user of the client 
side terminal Wishes the sound data to be delivered for trial 
listening, the user is charged for the fee every time the sound 
data is delivered to the client-side terminal. For this reason, 
if the result of trial listening is not preferable for the user, the 
abovementioned prior-art service is not fully satisfactory to 
the user. Therefore, one of the objects of the present inven 
tion is to provide a system, a method, a delivering server 
constituting the system, a client-side terminal Which is 
substantially a computer as Well, and a computer-readable 
recording medium, in Which the user can carry out the 
trial-listening of the delivered sound data Without being 
charged for the fee (or by being charged for a fee less 
expensive than in the case of properly purchasing the sound 
data). 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0008] In order to achieve the aforesaid object of the 
present invention, a characteristic aspect of the present 
invention lies in a sound data delivering system having a 
client-side terminal and a delivering server that are commu 
nicable With each other, said delivering server comprising: 
request determining means for determining Whether a 
request from said client-side terminal is a request of a 
regular sound data or a request of a trial-listening sound 
data; and data delivering means for delivering the regular 
sound data to the client-side terminal With charging a fee to 
a user of the client-side terminal if the request from said 
client-side terminal is determined to be a request of said 
regular sound data, and for delivering the trial-listening 
sound data to the client-side terminal Without charging a fee 
to the user of the client-side terminal if the request from the 
client-side terminal is determined to be a request of said 
trial-listening sound data, and said client-side terminal com 
prising: storage means for storing said delivered regular 
sound data and said delivered trial-listening sound data; and 
reproduction means for generating a sound in accordance 
With said stored sound data to reproduce the sound data. 

[0009] The delivering server in the present invention may 
be con?gured to store numerous sound data, for example, in 
a database of sound data, to deliver a list of the sound data 
to the client-side terminal in accordance With a request from 
the client-side terminal, and to deliver to the client-side 
terminal a regular sound data or a trial-listening sound data 
corresponding to the sound data selected from the list by the 
user of the client-side terminal. If the client-side terminal is, 
for example, a portable telephone, the sound data may be a 
sound data for generating an incoming call melody of the 
portable telephone (a melody as a ringing tone Which 
responses to an incoming call) or may be another sound data 
such as sound effects. Further, the regular sound data and the 
trial-listening sound data may be constructed to include the 
same sound data provided that at least one of the tWo 
includes a data that can distinguish one from the other. The 
reproduction means is means that is used for generating a 
sound in accordance With the sound data obtained from the 
delivering server by the client-side terminal under a prede 
termined condition and, if the client side terminal is for 
example a portable telephone, the reproduction means cor 
responds to a sound source circuit, an effect circuit, and a 
sound system including an ampli?er and a speaker for 
generating incoming call melodies. 

[0010] According to the above aspect, if the user of the 
client-side terminal Wishes a trial-listening, the user can 








































